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Amazon Boxing Machines Work Much Faster than Humans  from VOA

Conjugate the verbs :

There (1)________________________________ (BE) many reports in recent years that warn of 
future job losses as machines (2)________________________________ (REPLACE) humans in 
many industries.

Many companies, however, (3)________________________________ (DENY)  they plan 
(4)________________________________ (USE) robots to replace workers. They say that, instead, 
machines (5)________________________________ (WORK) along with humans to improve work 
processes. Some businesses (6)________________________________ (ALSO/SAY)  that many 
workers (7)________________________________ (REPLACE) by technology 
(8)________________________________ (MODAL/RETRAIN) to keep their jobs.

U.S.-based online seller Amazon is one company that (9)________________________________ 
(ALREADY/ ADD) robot assistance to some of its warehouse operations. Now, a new report from 
Reuters news agency (10)________________________________ (DESCRIBE) one Amazon process 
that (11)________________________________ (MODAL/REPLACE) many humans.

Match the verb with its definition:
to light
to sink
to rise
to speak
to say
to buy
to freeze

to move from a low level to a high one, to go up.
to talk, to say something to convey information.
to talk, to speak in order to convey information.
to obtain in exchange for money or payment.
to illuminate, to ignite, to make (something) start burning.
to turn into ice using extreme cold.
to descend from a high level to a low one, to drop downwards, to go below the surface of 
something (often a liquid)

Present Simple Present Simple 
NEGATIVE

Present Perfect Past Simple Past Simple 
Questions

You LIGHT

He SINK

We RISE

It SAY

They SPEAK

She BUY

I FREEZE

Use verbs from the table to complete the following. 
1. We  …................................ to Frank on the phone yesterday.  He …................................ he  

would send the data today.
2. Picard sells ….................................. food.
3. The Titanic …................................. in 1912.
4. Money can't …................................. you love, but it can …........................... you a spouse.
5. What is the best way of …................................ a wood burning stove?
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6. The sun …..................................... at 5:51 on midsummer's day in Paris.

Sentences taken from the news:
buying    frozen x2    lighting    rising   said    spoke   sunk 

1. Fans of the hugely popular sitcom 'The Big Bang Theory', have ....................................... 
their final farewell to the show after it aired in the US. 

2. …............................  vegetables and potatoes are not only as nutritious as fresh vegetables 
but buying................................ vegetables can actually save you money. South Coast 
Herald. 

3. Installing new LED street …........................................... in Middlesbrough will cost over 
£1m more than originally planned. Gazette Live

4. In an age of …............................. gender equality, the Robert dictionary added some 
feminine versions of masculine words including “mairesse” for mayoress. The Telegraph

5. Here’s how the economy has changed home-............................. in South Africa.  
Businesstech.co.za

6. A satellite detected that Kennington has …........................ 1cm because of an extension on 
the London Underground that was completed last year. Architectural Digest 

7. A survivor of the last slave ship, Cudjoe Lewis, ….................................. to Zora Neale 
Hurston in 1930.  Ebony Magazine

Exercise 6
buying   buys   freezes   light   rose   rises   say   sank   speak

1. The candidates are just ...................................... votes with these campaign promises.
2. The buggy ...................................... into the quicksand
3. I will ...................................... with him about the matter after the meeting.
4. Can you ...................................... more clearly?
5. Do the instructions ...................................... how to install the battery?
6. Everyone ...................................... when the judge entered the courtroom.
7. The water in our pond usually ...................................... in January.
8. Why don't we ...................................... a fire?
9. The sun ...................................... in the east.
10. She travels often because she ...................................... for the department store where she 

works.
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